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Abstract 

People are exposed to arsenic through contaminated groundwater and 

pesticides. Arsenic exposure had been linked to cancer in humans and animals; 

however, these mechanisms have not been fully investigated for a variety of 

reasons. One of them being that until recently there were no effective animal 

models to study the affects of ingested arsenic. The purpose of this particular 

work was to determine if arsenic affects the amount of smooth muscle around 

airways. While arsenic does exist in several forms the main form affecting 

countries all over the world is arsenate. The work described in this thesis will study 

arsenic soluble in water. Mice were administered 0, 5ppb, 10ppb, 50ppb, and 

100ppb of arsenic in their drinking water for 4 weeks. The mice lungs were then 

fixed, removed, and two lung slices were cut from the left lung of each mouse. 

Lung slices were processed for paraffin embedding and slide production. Slides 

were then stained with stain specific for smooth muscle actin. The results 

determined that the higher the arsenic dose the more smooth muscle there was 

around the airways. Also the smaller airways showed a more significant change 

than did the larger airways.   
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Introduction 
 

 Arsenic is a notoriously poisonous metalloid that has three forms found in 

nature and several other different allotropic forms. The minerals arsenic sensu 

stricto and the more rare arsenolamprite and pararsenolamprite are the three forms 

found in nature. However, arsenic is more commonly found as arsenide and arsenate 

compounds. Due to its isotope form arsenic has recently been proposed as a salting 

material for nuclear weapons. Arsenic’s isotope is 76A. 75A if irradiated by the high-

energy neutron flux from an exploding thermonuclear weapon would mutate into its 

isotope 76A. 76A has a half life of 1.0778 days and produces about 1.13 MeV of gamma 

radiation.  

Like other metalloids, arsenic exists in different oxidation states. The most 

common ones are positive and negative 3 and positive 5. In the plus 3 oxidation state 

arsenic is affected by the possession of a lone pair of electrons. Arsenic also bonds 

readily to itself forming red sulfide realgar and arsenide skutterudite. Arsenic (oxidative 

state 5, arsenate) chemically resembles the element phosphorous. A trait they share is 

the ability to form colorless, odorless, crystalline oxides which are easily soluble in water 

to form acidic solutions. Another similarity of arsenic to its predecessor is its ability to 

form an unstable, gaseous hydride. These two elements share such a close similarity 

that arsenic can often substitute for phosphorous in reactions. This leads to the fact that 

arsenic is indeed poisonous.  

When heated in air arsenic oxidizes to arsenic trioxide. The fumes that result from 

this new compound resemble the odor of garlic. This strong odor can actually be 

detected when one strikes arsenic minerals with a hammer for example. Arsenic and a 
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few of its compounds sublime upon heating at atmospheric pressure. Arsenic’s liquid 

state, on the other hand, appears at 20atm and above. This fact demonstrates 

why the melting point of arsenic is higher than the boiling point. The solid forms 

of this dangerous metalloid are brittle semiconductors with a metallic luster.  

The usage of arsenic and its compounds is actually more common than 

one would presume. They are used as pesticides, herbicides, insecticides, and 

various alloys. The use of lead hydrogen arsenate as an insecticide on fruit trees 

has been discontinued due to the brain damage that resulted to those working 

the sprayers. Now MSMA or Monosodium Methyl Arsenate has taken over the 

agricultural sector. However, chromated copper arsenate used for treating 

wood is of most concern. This is due to the fact that arsenic could leach out of 

the wood (used in houses, furniture, and playground equipment) into the 

surrounding soil.  

As displayed in the previous example arsenic and many of its compounds 

are known poisons. Arsenic acts by disrupting ATP production through several 

mechanisms. One of which is inhibiting pyruvate dehydrogenase hence 

inhibiting the citric acid cycle. These are just some of the metabolic 

interferences that lead to death from multi-system organ failure.  

However, of more pertinence to this experiment is arsenic’s contamination 

of groundwater. This has led to massive epidemics of arsenic poisoning all over 

the world but particularly in Bangladesh. The arsenic found in this toxic 
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groundwater is of natural origin and is released from the sediment into the water 

because of anoxic conditions. Other specific areas suffering from this problem 

include Vietnam, Cambodia, Tibet, China, Thailand, and the US. Arsenic is a 

carcinogen which causes many cancers including lung cancer.  

The number of studies performed on arsenic has increased in the past few 

years due to the rising levels of its toxic presence in waters all over the world 

especially in Bengal and western parts of Bangladesh. Evidence has been found 

to link arsenic to skin, lung and bladder cancer. Anything that can lead to 

carcinogenesis must also allow clonal expansion of altered cells (Rossman, 

2003). Until only recently, good animal models did not exist for the purpose of 

studying arsenic. However, now more and more have been developed in our 

case murigenic models, were used. Mice are most commonly used when 

studying the effects of arsenic. This is due to the fact that the internal organ 

system of mice is quite similar to humans in how they process the arsenic given 

to them.  

In addition to cancer, arsenic-induced noncancerous lung effects are 

also seen. The effects of human exposure to arsenic during sensitive 

developmental times have recently been reported by Smith et. al. 

[Environmental Health Perspectives, 114: 1293-1296, 2006]. Drinking water 

exposures to high levels of arsenic either in utero or during early childhood 

development led to an increased risk of dying from lung cancers and chronic 
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lung disease in adults. Exposures in early childhood led to a standardized 

mortality ratio (SMR) for lung cancer of 7.0 and a SMR for bronchiectasis of 12.4. 

For those exposed both during in utero and early childhood, the SMRs were 6.1 

for lung cancer and 46.2 for bronchiectasis. These findings suggest that exposure 

to arsenic in drinking water during early childhood or in utero has pronounced 

pulmonary effects, greatly increasing subsequent mortality in young adults from 

both malignant and nonmalignant lung disease. These were the result of 

exposures to arsenic at levels of approximately 800ppb. The effects and the 

molecular targets for alterations after exposure to environmentally relevant 

levels (0 to 100ppb) of arsenic that would be seen in the United States are not 

known.  

The purpose of measuring arsenic’s effect on the amount of smooth 

muscle around the lung’s airways is to determine whether or not the ingested 

arsenic changes the volume of smooth muscle. Other results from our laboratory 

have demonstrated increased airway constriction after developmental 

exposures. This could be due, in part, to increases in smooth muscle around the 

airways. This is what we are testing in the experiments reported here.  

 

Materials and methods 

All chemicals and reagents were purchased from Sigma unless otherwise noted. 
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Animal Exposure- Female C57B1/6 mice were exposed to arsenic (0 to 100ppb) 

in their drinking water before mating. Exposures to arsenic continued during 

pregnancy and after birth of the pups. Once weaned, the pups were also 

placed on the same exposure level as the mothers. Pups were sacrificed at 28 

days of age for analysis of smooth muscle. A total of 18 animals were split into 5 

groups: control, 5ppb, 10ppb, 50ppb, and 100ppb. Arsenic was delivered to 

each exposure group through water bottles in their mircroisolator cages; this was 

the only source of water the animals were given. Control animals were supplied 

with water by the University of Arizona animal facilities staff, while the treated 

animals were supplied with water by the investigator.  

 

Lung Fixation and Removal: Animals were sacrificed and their lungs extracted 

for analysis. The animals were euthanized by Carbon Dioxide (CO2) exposure 

and then lung fixation was performed. For each animal, the pleural cavity was 

opened, the trachea cannulated, and the cannula was connected to a fixing 

apparatus for one hour. The lungs were perfused with Karnovsky’s half strength 

solution at 20cm H2O for one hour. The mice were then disconnected from the 

fixing apparatus and the lungs were each placed in separate vials in 70% 

ethanol (EtOH) overnight.  
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Lung Volume and Slicing- The next day, the ethanol and lungs were separated. 

The lungs were then weighed to determine a lung volume. Afterwards, the left 

lung was separated from the right using a scalpel. Each lung was cut into two 

slices, each being about 2-3mm in thickness. The two slices of each lung were 

placed in their own vials filled with ethanol. All of those vials were then submitted 

to the Histology Lab for further processing.  

 

Paraffin Embedding and Slide Production- The Histology Lab embedded each 

lung slice in a separate paraffin block. A machine cut each paraffin block into 5 

cross-sectional oral cuts each about 3microns thick. Only one of these 5 slices 

were kept and mounted on to its own glass microscope slide. 

Immunohistochemistry was utilized to localize alpha smooth muscle actin. 

(Rabbit IgG, ab5694, Abcam, MA). The staining used was specific for smooth 

muscle actin. All procedures are followed according to Vectorstain ABC kit for 

Rabbit IgG (PK6101). Primary antibody staining was with a 1:100 dilution of 

antibody overnight in a humidity chamber. After washing, sections were 

incubate for 30 min with a biotinylated secondary antibody followed by 30 min 

incubation with an avidin-HRP complex. Staining was developed (2 min) using 

the Vector VIP staining solution (SK4600, Vector Laboratories). 
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Image Analysis: A total of 18 slides were viewed on an Olympus Inverted 

Microscope. A Macro was devised to collect the data using Simple PCI. This 

program was then used to analyze only the airways in each of the slides. The 

measurements found were: length of basement membrane, volume of smooth 

muscle (how many pixels light up containing smooth muscle staining after 

thresholdng the image), min and max axes, total area of airway, and length 

and area of ROI. The first step to finding all of these measurements was to place 

the pertinent slide under the microscope and capture a nice crossectionally 

sliced airway. This airway would then appear on the computer screen. Two 

circles were then drawn, an inner circle and an outer circle. The inner circle was 

drawn right over the basement membrane. The outer circle was drawn as close 

to the outside of the advential t issue of the airway as possible, including the 

smooth muscle stained regions. After these two circles were drawn the 

computer program obtained the measurements and the next airway on the 

slide was ready to be analyzed.  

 

Results 

 All of the data was collected and placed onto a massive spreadsheet. A 

ratio was formulated to compare the volume of smooth muscle to the square of 

the length of the basement membrane. (Camateros et al., 2007) A summary of 

all the measurements was formulated.  
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 As is shown in Figures 1, 2, and 3 the control, 50ppb, and 100ppb are the 

only slides plotted. The reason that the 5ppb and 10ppb were not included was 

due to the fact that they were basically at control levels. The main changes 

were seen at the higher dosages of 50 and 100ppb. The data as depicted in the 

spreadsheets is not only separated by arsenic amounts but is also separated into 

smaller and larger airways. The smaller airways are less than 100mm and the 

larger airways are greater than 100mm. Most of the changes in smooth muscle 

are seen in the smaller airways.  

 All in all there was quite a lot of data collected. However, only a certain 

portion of it was significant to make conclusions. Figure 1 (Lantz) is a bar graph 

that plots Smooth muscle on the y-axis and Arsenic levels on the x-axis. The blue 

bar shows that both small and large airways have a significant higher amount of 

smooth muscle in the mice given 100ppb of arsenic than the other mice. The 

beige and purple bars on the graph depict again the same trend. However, the 

values all across the graph are much lower for smooth muscle in the larger 

airways. Also the values for smooth muscle in the smaller airways are much 

higher than in the other two bars. This indicates that the small airway smooth 

muscle is affected more than the large airways.   

 Figure 2 (Lantz) plots smooth muscle on the y-axis and airway diameter on 

the x-axis. In this graph the greatest difference between the different airways is 

noticed in 100ppb of arsenic. The large airways have the least amount of 
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smooth muscle and the small airways have the largest amount of smooth 

muscle. 

 The last figure, Figure 3, displays different attributes compared to the first 

two figures.  Figure 3 plots Arsenic levels on the x-axis and Advential area on the 

y-axis. Again the mice given 100ppb of arsenic contained the most advential 

area. However, the control mice and mice given 50ppb of arsenic came quite 

close. In other words, there are no differences in the advential area with 

different arsenic exposures. 
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Figure 1. (Lantz) 
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Figure 2. (Lantz) 
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Figure 3. (Lantz) 
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Discussion  

 The purpose of this experiment was to determine whether varying 

concentrations of arsenic could vary the amount of smooth muscle and area of 

the airway. These variations can lead to increased airway reactivity and could 

explain in part changes in lung function seen in similarly exposed animals. In 

order to find if arsenic affects smooth muscle quantity the levels of smooth 

muscle using image analysis. 

 It was found, through analyzing the data, that the mice given 100ppb of 

arsenic had the most amount of smooth muscle. Taking that a little bit further the 

smaller airways had the most smooth muscle and among all the mice 

comparing the small airways showed the most change.  

 In this experiment we have found a significant amount of data that 

supports our hypothesis. However, further experiments are necessary. There are 

some potential future experiments to carry using this experimental animal 

model. One experiment is to do the same measurements but instead of 

measuring airways, measure blood vessels. This would work the same exact way 

as this experiment except with blood vessels in the same animals. This would 

determine if the airway changes are specific or whether smooth muscle 

proliferation is seen throughout the lung after arsenic exposure. 
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 The second experiment, which we are starting, is to see if the folate in the 

mice diet affects the response to arsenic. Both folate deficient animals and 

folate-supplemented animals will be used. Some received no arsenic while 

others got arsenic at a couple of doses.  

 Additionally it is worth considering the possible errors in the existing 

experiment. Both human error and inherent experiment error were possible. 

However, the chance of these errors was very insignificant. The use of multiple 

animals in each group reduces the biological error, while having a single person 

make all the measurements reduces the human variability. 
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